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The Hybrid's Baby, Protecting My Pregnant Mate The Complete Collection. 

Follow Alice and her hot Hybrid boyfriend as they fend off vampires, her own father and protect their
unborn baby. Then enjoy a variety of romance short reads covering multiple genres. No sign up necessary.

Alice is a prisoner in her own home. Her father is the Alpha and she is to become the next Alpha's bride
whether she likes it or not. She gets one of two choices. The weak werewolf who is a lover not a fighter or
the ice cold werewolf who wants power over anything. She is just a pawn in the game to be Alpha. Her heart
doesn't belong to either one of them. It belongs to a forbidden lone wolf.

Syn is the outcast. Not from Alice's pack but a neighboring one. He was attacked as a youngling by vampires
and lived to tell about it but became an abomination. A hybrid that no pack wanted and that all consider a
threat. Vampires and werewolves alike want him dead. He has no troubles being alone until Alice captures
his heart.

When Alice discovers she is pregnant, the decision to leave her pack is made for her. The pack will not
accept her hybrid or her bastard abomination of a child. But will they kill her, the unborn baby and Syn just
to make sure the hybrid bloodline dies? Maybe, unless the vampires do it first.

*A hot and action packed alpha werewolf romance, perfect for fans of Milly Taiden, Bella Forrest, and
Georgette St. Clair*

This collection contains most of my books plus numerous other authors as a way to say thank you to you my
reader. 
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From reader reviews:

Deborah Wilkerson:

The experience that you get from The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series
Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance Short Stories) is
the more deep you searching the information that hide within the words the more you get interested in
reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to understand but The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My
Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary
Paranormal Romance Short Stories) giving you excitement feeling of reading. The article author conveys
their point in selected way that can be understood by anyone who read the idea because the author of this e-
book is well-known enough. This specific book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. Making it
easy to understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We
recommend you for having this specific The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The Complete
Series Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance Short
Stories) instantly.

Henry Taylor:

This The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter
Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance Short Stories) usually are reliable for you who
want to certainly be a successful person, why. The key reason why of this The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My
Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary
Paranormal Romance Short Stories) can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you
more than just simple studying food but feed a person with information that probably will shock your before
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and
printed people. Beside that this The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series
Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance Short Stories)
forcing you to have an enormous of experience like rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that
we realize it useful in your day task. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Johnny Relyea:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them
friends and family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just
watching TV, or playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that is look
different you can read a book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can
spent the entire day to reading a reserve. The book The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The
Complete Series Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance
Short Stories) it is very good to read. There are a lot of those who recommended this book. These people
were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough space to deliver this book you can buy
typically the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book from the smart phone. The price is not to fund
but this book features high quality.



Kristi Duncan:

Within this era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more precious than
other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books. One of many books in
the top listing in your reading list is The Hybrid's Baby: Protecting My Pregnant Mate (The Complete Series
Parts 1-3)(Werewolf Shifter Alpha Male Romance) (Contemporary Paranormal Romance Short Stories).
This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in growing to be precious
person. By looking right up and review this book you can get many advantages.
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